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Abstract

This study scrutinizes the potential relationship between the number of Bachelor's degrees awarded in 
communications technologies and the incidence of pirate attacks in Indonesia. By extracting and 
analyzing data from the National Center for Education Statistics and Statista, a robust correlation 
coefficient of 0.8730190 was unveiled, significant at the p < 0.01 level, for the years 2012 to 2021. The 
findings suggest a conspicuous link between the two variables, prompting further inquiry into the 
possibility of pirates being lured by the siren call of cutting-edge communication techniques. In light of 
these findings, it appears that the nuanced relationship between seafaring exploits and technological 
savvy goes far beyond mere "pirated" software and digital media.
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1. Introduction

The  intersection  of  communications
technologies and pirate attacks in Indonesia
presents  a  curious  conundrum  worthy  of
thorough investigation.  While  the notion of
buccaneers  and  data  transmission  may
appear to be as mismatched as a parrot in a
server  room,  the  potential  relationship
between  these  variables  cannot  be
dismissed  lightly.  On  the  high  seas  of
statistical  analysis,  our  study  aims  to
navigate  the  treacherous  waters  of

correlation  to  shed  light  on  this  unlikely
pairing.

The  proliferation  of  Bachelor's  degrees  in
communications  technologies  has  ushered
in an era of unprecedented connectivity and
information  exchange.  Meanwhile,  the
waters  surrounding  Indonesia  have  long
been  plagued  by  the  exploits  of  pirates,
whose dastardly deeds evoke images of a
bygone  era  but  with  a  modern  twist.  Our
study  seeks  to  determine  whether  there
exists  a  meaningful  association  between
these seemingly disparate phenomena, or if
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it is all merely a statistical fluke in the data
ocean.

In  the  pursuit  of  scientific  inquiry,  it  is
essential  to  recognize  the  potential  for
spurious  correlations  to  lead  us  astray.
However,  the  robust  correlation  coefficient
derived  from  our  analysis  cannot  be
ignored, beckoning us to delve deeper into
the  realm  of  maritime  malfeasance  and
technological proficiency. As we embark on
this  academic  odyssey,  it  is  imperative  to
keep a keen eye out for lurking confounding
variables that may seek to derail our quest
for  knowledge.  After  all,  in  the  realm  of
research,  one  must  always  be  on  guard
against  the  hidden  shoals  of  spurious
causation and whimsical coincidence.

Our  study  aims  to  illuminate  the  nuanced
interplay  between  the  awarding  of
communications  technology  degrees  and
the incidence of pirate attacks in the waters
of  Indonesia.  While  the  journey  may  be
fraught  with  statistical  squalls  and
methodological  maelstroms,  the  potential
insights gleaned from this investigation hold
promise for shedding light on the enigmatic
relationship  between  technology  education
and  maritime  mischief.  After  all,  as  the
saying goes, "Where there's a will, there's a
wavefunction."

2. Literature Review

The  authors  turn  to  the  literature  to
contextualize  the  curious  correlation
observed between the number of Bachelor's
degrees  awarded  in  communications
technologies  and  the  frequency  of  pirate
attacks  in  Indonesia.  In  "Smith  and  Doe's
Study  of  Technological  and  Nautical
Traverses,"  the  authors  find  a  thorough
exploration  of  the  historical  evolution  of
maritime communication methods and their
impact  on  seafaring  activities.  The  study
underscores the profound transformations in
communication  technologies  over  time,
leading  to  the  inevitable  conclusion  that

buccaneers are not  immune to the lure of
technological  advancements,  albeit  in
unexpected ways.

Furthermore,  in  "Jones's  Analysis  of
Nautical  Nomenclature  and  Networked
Narratives," the authors expound upon the
deep-seated connections between maritime
culture and the dissemination of information.
The  work  elucidates  the  enduring  role  of
storytelling  and  information  exchange  in
seafaring traditions, hinting at the potential
allure  of  modern  communication
technologies  for  contemporary  maritime
rogues.

Expanding  our  inquiry  beyond  academic
research,  "The  Art  of  War"  by  Sun  Tzu
offers insights into strategic maneuvers and
tactical cunning, which may bear relevance
to the behavior of pirates in the modern era,
albeit  with  an  anachronistic  twist.
Additionally,  "Pirates  of  the  Caribbean"  by
Tim  Powers,  while  a  work  of  fiction,  may
provide  anecdotal  parallels  to  the
intertwining  of  nautical  adventures  and
unforeseen  technological  influences,  albeit
in a fantastical context.

As  the  authors  veer  into  the  realm  of
unconventional  sources,  it  must  be  noted
that  seemingly  unrelated  materials  may
harbor hidden gems of insight. For instance,
the back of  a shampoo bottle  hints at  the
perils of not rinsing thoroughly, which may
allegorically mirror the perils of incomplete
data  analysis.  Though  not  conventionally
considered a scholarly source, the shampoo
bottle's wisdom cannot be discounted in our
pursuit of knowledge.

In summary, while the initial literature review
offers tantalizing glimpses into the complex
intersections  of  technology,  piracy,  and
maritime culture, the authors recognize the
need  for  a  multidisciplinary  approach  that
embraces  both  traditional  scholarship  and
unconventional avenues of inquiry. After all,
as the old maritime adage goes,  "Smooth
seas  do  not  make  skillful  sailors,  but
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rigorous  data  analysis  makes  astute
researchers."

The  authors  are  now prepared to  embark
upon their own empirical exploration of the
entwined  realms  of  communication
technologies  and  pirate  activity  in  the
Indonesian archipelago.

3. Our approach & methods

In order to explore the potential relationship
between the number of Bachelor's degrees
awarded  in  communications  technologies
and  the  occurrence  of  pirate  attacks  in
Indonesia,  a  comprehensive  methodology
was  employed.  Data  for  the  number  of
Bachelor's  degrees  awarded  in
communications technologies was gathered
from  the  National  Center  for  Education
Statistics,  providing  a  rich  tapestry  of
information  from the  years  2012  to  2021.
This allowed for a thorough examination of
trends in educational attainment within the
field  of  communications  technologies,
ranging from the rise of social media to the
ubiquitousness of broadband internet.

In parallel, data pertaining to the frequency
and location of pirate attacks in the waters
surrounding  Indonesia  was  sourced  from
Statista. This enabled a detailed exploration
of  the  ebb  and  flow  of  maritime  pillaging
activities and their potential correlation with
the  proliferation  of  communications
technology  education.  The  maritime
domain, rife with swashbuckling escapades
and digital  derring-do,  presents a complex
tableau  against  which  to  examine  the
interplay  of  piracy  and  technological
expertise.

The methodological approach utilized in this
study involved the calculation of correlation
coefficients  to  assess  the  strength  and
direction  of  the  relationship  between  the
variables  under  investigation.  A  Pearson
correlation  coefficient  was  computed  to
ascertain the degree of association between

the number of Bachelor's degrees awarded
in  communications  technologies  and  the
instances  of  pirate  attacks  in  the  waters
surrounding  Indonesia.  This  statistical
maneuver  allowed  for  a  quantitative
evaluation of the potential link between the
two phenomena, with a keen eye kept  on
methodological accuracy amidst the choppy
seas of data analysis.

Furthermore,  a  time-series  analysis  was
undertaken  to  explore  the  temporal
dynamics  of  the  relationship  between
communications  technology  education  and
pirate  activity.  The  temporal  dimension
provides a valuable insight into the evolving
landscape  of  technological  advancements
and  their  putative  influence  on  the
predilections  of  seafaring  ne'er-do-wells.
The temporal  aspect  of  the analysis  adds
depth to our understanding of the nuanced
interplay  between  educational  trends  and
maritime marauding, offering a glimpse into
the  evolving  tapestry  of  seafaring
subterfuge.

Amidst  the  methodological  rigors  of  this
endeavor,  it  is  crucial  to  acknowledge the
potential influence of confounding variables
that  may  lurk  beneath  the  surface  of  the
data. While our focus remains fixed on the
relationship  between  communications
technology education and pirate attacks, the
maritime milieu is replete with complexities
that  may  introduce  extraneous  influences.
By  maintaining  a  cautious  gaze  upon  the
potential  interference  of  confounding
variables,  our  methodology  seeks  to
navigate  the  tempestuous  waters  of
statistical analysis with meticulous attention
to detail.

In summation, the methodology employed in
this  study  embodies  a  rigorous  yet  lively
exploration  of  the  connection  between
Bachelor's  degrees  awarded  in
communications  technologies  and  the
frequency of pirate attacks in Indonesia. By
weaving together statistical techniques with
a  discerning  eye  for  the  unexpected,  our
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approach endeavors to unearth the dynamic
interplay  between  technological  education
and  high-seas  hijinks,  setting  sail  on  a
scholarly voyage of discovery.

4. Results

The findings of the present study revealed a
strong  positive  correlation  between  the
number  of  Bachelor's  degrees awarded in
communications  technologies  and  the
incidence of pirate attacks in Indonesia for
the  time  period  from  2012  to  2021.  The
correlation coefficient of 0.8730190 and the
r-squared value of 0.7621621 attest to the
robustness of this relationship. Furthermore,
the  statistical  significance  of  p  <  0.01
provides  compelling  evidence  for  the
association  between  these  seemingly
unrelated variables.

The  scatterplot  (Fig.  1)  visually  illustrates
the  striking  correlation  observed  between
the two variables, solidifying the connection
discovered  through  rigorous  statistical
analysis.  This  graph serves as a poignant
reminder that even in the turbulent seas of
research, correlation can be an anchor that
provides  stability  and  direction  in  the
tumultuous waves of data.

While  the  precise  mechanisms  underlying
this relationship remain elusive, one cannot
help but ponder the intriguing possibility of
pirates being drawn to the allure of modern
communication technologies. It appears that
the  quest  for  knowledge  has  led  us  to
uncover  a  tale  of  high-seas  intrigue  and
technological temptation,  where the call  of
the digital  age may resonate even among
those traversing the ancient trade routes of
the Indonesian archipelago.

Figure 1. Scatterplot of the variables by year

The unexpected convergence of these two
disparate  domains  highlights  the  need  for
continued exploration and scrutiny of such
unexpected  phenomena.  As  we  delve
deeper into this enigmatic relationship, the
findings  of  this  study  implore  us  to
contemplate  the  multifaceted  nature  of
human  behavior  and  the  intricate  web  of
factors  that  underlie  seemingly  unrelated
activities. After all, in the realm of research,
one  must  always  be  prepared  for  the
unexpected, for as the old adage goes, "In
the search for  truth,  one may find oneself
navigating  uncharted  waters  filled  with
surprising  correlations  and  unconventional
discoveries."

5. Discussion

The  present  study  has  uncovered  a
compelling association between the number
of  Bachelor's  degrees  awarded  in
communications  technologies  and  the
incidence  of  pirate  attacks  in  Indonesia,
solidifying the nuanced connection between
these  seemingly  unrelated  domains.  Our
findings align  with  prior  research that  has
hinted  at  the  unexpected  intersection  of
maritime  exploits  and  technological
advancements,  much  like  ships  crossing
paths in the night.

The scholarly journey embarked upon in the
literature review sheds light on the historical
evolution  of  maritime  communication
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methods  and  their  potential  impact  on
seafaring  activities.  The  connection
between  the  dissemination  of  information
and  the  allure  of  modern  communication
technologies  for  contemporary  maritime
rogues is made all the more evident by the
robust  correlation  observed  in  our  study.
The multidisciplinary approach advocated in
the literature review has not only borne fruit
but  has  also  unearthed  unexpected
treasures  in  the  form  of  statistical
significance  and  a  striking  correlation
coefficient.

The  statistical  significance  of  our  findings,
with a p-value of less than 0.01, reinforces
the robustness of the relationship between
the variables under scrutiny. The r-squared
value  of  0.7621621  underscores  the
substantial  proportion  of  the  variance  in
pirate attacks that can be explained by the
number  of  Bachelor's  degrees  in
communications  technologies.  These
statistical  attributes serve as  the compass
guiding  our  understanding  of  the  intricate
web of factors influencing pirate activity in
Indonesian waters.

It  is  crucial  to  recognize  the limitations  of
our study, including the inability to establish
causation  and  the  potential  influence  of
unobserved  variables.  However,  the
confluence  of  communication  technologies
and maritime exploits beckons us to embark
upon  further  exploration  in  this  vein.  The
unexpected  convergence  of  these  two
domains offers a siren call  to researchers,
compelling us to navigate uncharted waters
filled  with  surprising  correlations  and
unconventional discoveries.

In  conclusion,  the  present  study  provides
compelling  evidence  for  the  unexpected
relationship  between  Bachelor's  degrees
awarded  in  communications  technologies
and  the  frequency  of  pirate  attacks  in
Indonesia. As researchers, we must remain
vigilant  for  unexpected avenues  of  inquiry
and  be  prepared  to  grapple  with  the
unforeseen complexity that lies beneath the

surface of seemingly unrelated phenomena.
After  all,  in  the  quest  for  knowledge,  one
must always be prepared for the possibility
of encountering pirates in the sea of data,
navigating the high seas of communication
and uncovering unexpected treasures along
the way.

6. Conclusion

In  conclusion,  the  findings  of  this  study
underscore  the  remarkable  association
between  the  attainment  of  Bachelor's
degrees  in  communications  technologies
and  the  frequency  of  pirate  attacks  in
Indonesia. The robust correlation coefficient
of 0.8730190 not only provides compelling
evidence  for  this  unexpected  linkage  but
also beckons us to ponder the possibility of
pirates setting their sights on more than just
buried treasures.

The scatterplot (Fig. 1) serves as a poignant
reminder  that  amidst  the  murky  depths  of
statistical  analysis,  even  the  unlikeliest
relationships  can  emerge.  It  appears  that
the  allure  of  modern  communication
technologies may possess a magnetic effect
that  extends beyond the confines  of  land,
drawing  pirates  into  the  complex  web  of
connectivity and data exchange.

While  the  exact  mechanism  behind  this
phenomenon remains shrouded in mystery,
the discovery of this correlation serves as a
testament  to  the  serendipitous  nature  of
scientific  inquiry.  As  we  navigate  the
tempestuous waters of research, it becomes
evident  that  the  enigmatic  relationship
between technology education and maritime
mischief  harbors  untold  potential  for
unraveling  the  curious  interplay  of  human
behavior and technological progress.

In light of these revelatory findings, it seems
that we have embarked on an unexpected
voyage  that  has  not  only  broadened  our
understanding  of  correlations  but  also
propelled  us  into  the  realm  of  nautical
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intrigue. The pursuit of knowledge has once
again led us to uncharted territories, where
the  echoes  of  statistical  significance  and
seafaring  exploits  intermingle  in  a
symphony of scientific curiosity.

It is with these insights in mind that we dare
to  draw  the  curtain  on  the  quest  for
correlations between Bachelor's degrees in
communications  technologies  and  pirate
attacks  in  Indonesia.  For  as  the  winds  of
statistical  probability  blow,  it  appears  that
this particular line of inquiry has reached its
harbor,  casting  an  illuminating  light  on  a
most  unexpected  confluence  of  academic
and maritime domains. Further research in
this  area,  much  like  a  ship  lost  at  sea,
seems  to  have  found  its  way  home.
Therefore,  it  can  be  confidently  asserted
that the time has come to lay anchor and
declare that no more research is needed in
this area.
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